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ABSTRACT:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide an image forming device accurately

controlling the traveling speed of an image carrier belt without making the

size of a device large and increasing a cost.

SOLUTION: This image forming device forms an image by making an endless

intermediate transfer belt 18 travel by rotating a driving roll 20 by means of

a driving motor 29. In this case, the image forming device is provided with a

home sensor 23 detecting a mark formed on the intermediate transfer belt 18,

and a control part 31 obtaining the traveling speed information of the belt 18

from the detection timing of the mark by the sensor 23 and also arithmetically

calculating the belt traveling controlled variable based on the traveling speed
information, and controlling the driving condition of the motor 29 based on the

calculated result.
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* NOTICES *

JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2. **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to the image formation equipment which is run an endless-like image

support belt and performs image formation.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] Generally, in image formation equipments, such as a copying machine and a printer, the

thing equipped with image support belts, such as a medium imprint belt which imprints in a form the secondary toner

image imprinted the 1st order from the photo conductor drum, and a form conveyance belt which conveys a form in the

imprint location of a photo conductor drum, is known. An endless-like image support belt is supported with two or

more rolls, and it is made to run an image support belt by carrying out revolution actuation by using one of rolls

[ them ] as a drive roll with this kind of image formation equipment.

[0003] By the way, if a certain load is added to an image support belt when making it run an image support belt by

revolution actuation of a drive roll as mentioned above, the travel speed of an image support belt will change with the

load effects accompanying this. Although a belt travel speed is also held at fixed level when the fixed load has always

joined the image support belt at this time, if a belt cleaner contacts that the residual toner on a medium imprint belt

should be removed, for example in the middle of belt transit, by the load effect accompanying this, a belt travel speed

will change a lot and this will cause color gap generating.

[0004] Specifically by making it run a medium imprint belt over two or more rounds Since cleaning is started by the

midst which is imprinting the toner image of the last color to the medium imprint belt in the case of the so-called multi-

pass type which imprints the toner image of each color in piles on a medium imprint belt from a single photo conductor

drum of image formation equipment, By lowering of the belt travel speed accompanying this, the imprint location of

the toner image of the last color shifts from the cleaning initiation stage gradually. Consequently, the toner image of the

last color does not lap with a sufficient precision with the toner image of other colors, but by this, a color gap will occur

and image quality will deteriorate.

[0005] Then, in the former, the encoding roll which combined the roll which is interlocked with transit actuation of a

medium imprint belt, and rotates, and the encoder which detects the rotational speed of this roll is built into a belt

transit system, and what detects a belt travel speed and performs speed control with this encoding roll is indicated by

JP,62-242962,A, JP,63-12568,A, JP,63-300248,A, etc.

[0006]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, with the technique indicated by the official report conventionally

[ above-mentioned ], in the mechanism device for detecting the travel speed of a medium imprint belt becoming large-

scale, there was a problem that equipment cost will go up by adoption of an encoder. Moreover, since detection data

had an error with own eccentricity of a roll, there was also nonconformity that the travel speed of a medium imprint

belt was accurately uncontrollable.

[0007] The place which it was made in order that this invention might solve the above-mentioned technical problem,

and is made into the object is to offer the image formation equipment which can control the travel speed of an image

support belt with a sufficient precision, without causing enlargement and a cost rise of equipment.

[0008]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In the image formation equipment which has the belt driving means which it was
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made [ driving means ] in order that this invention might attain the above-mentioned object, and makes it run endless-

like an image support belt and this image support belt While acquiring the travel-speed information on an image

support belt from the detection timing of the mark by the sensor which detects the mark formed on the image support

belt, and this sensor The configuration equipped with the control means which calculates a belt transit controlled

variable based on the travel-speed information, and controls the actuation conditions of a belt driving means based on

the result of an operation is adopted.

[0009] In the image formation equipment which consists of the above-mentioned configuration, if it is made to run an

image support belt by the belt driving means, the mark formed on the belt will be detected by the sensor. Since the

detection timing of the mark according to a sensor at this time becomes a thing corresponding to the travel speed of an

image support belt, it acquires the travel-speed information on an image support belt from above-mentioned detection

timing, calculates a belt controlled variable based on that travel-speed information further, and controls the actuation

conditions of a belt driving means by the control means. When the travel speed of an image support belt is changed, in

order to change the actuation conditions of a belt driving means by this corresponding to a part for the fluctuation, it

becomes possible to hold the travel speed of an image support belt on fixed level.

[0010]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Hereafter, it explains to a detail, referring to a drawing about the gestalt of operation of

this invention. First, it explains, referring to drawing 1 about the configuration and actuation of image formation

equipment which are set as the application object of this invention. The illustrated image formation equipment consists

of the image input section 1 which scans a manuscript and mainly outputs a picture signal, and the image output section

2 which forms an image in a form based on the picture signal.

[001 1] The lamp 4 which irradiates light at the manuscript (un-illustrating) put on the top face of the manuscript base 3

where the image input section 1 is transparent, The mirrors 5 and 6 which reflect the light from a manuscript, and the

lens 7 which converges the reflected light from these mirrors 5 and 6, It has the charge-coupled device (CCD:Charge

Coupled Device) 8 which receives the light which converged with this lens 7, the color of the light which received light

by the charge-coupled device 8 is separated into R (red), G (green), and B (blue) signal, and a manuscript image is read

optically.

[0012] The image output section 2 has the image-processing section (un-illustrating) which carries out complementary

color decomposition and holds R and G which are supplied from the image input section 1, and B signal for yellow (Y),

a Magenta (M), cyanogen (C), and black (K), and the image write-in section 9 which writes in the image by the laser

beam based on the image data by which the image processing was carried out in the image-processing section. The
image write-in section 9 has the polygon mirror (rotating polygon) 10 which deflects the laser beam modulated based

on the above-mentioned image data, the drive motor 1 1 which carries out revolution actuation of this polygon mirror

10, and the SOS sensor 12 arranged on the optical path of a laser beam. The SOS sensor 12 detects scan initiation of

each period of a main scanning direction based on transparency of a laser beam, and outputs a scan initiation (SOS)
signal.

[0013] It is reflected by the reflective mirror 13, the laser beam which penetrated the SOS sensor 12 is irradiated by the

peripheral face of the photo conductor drum 14, and horizontal scanning is carried out towards the drum shaft

orientations. And the electrostatic latent image to the 1st amorous glance - the 4th amorous glance is written in the

peripheral face of the photo conductor drum 14 in order by repeating this horizontal scanning a fixed period and

performing it. In addition, in drawing 1 , a sign 15 is an electrification machine which electrifies the peripheral face of

the photo conductor drum 14 uniformly in advance of the writing of the electrostatic latent image mentioned above, and

a sign 16 is a drum cleaner from which the residual toner on the photo conductor drum 14 is removed.

[0014] Development is performed by the development counter 17 of rotary system shortly after the electrostatic latent

image of the color of arbitration is written in the photo conductor drum 14. The development counter 17 has yellow, a

Magenta, cyanogen, and each development sleeves 17a-17d of black, and supplies the toner of the color corresponding

to the electrostatic latent image written in by the above-mentioned image write-in section 9 to the photo conductor

drum 14. And the toner image formed such is primarily imprinted by the medium imprint belt (image support belt) 18

which always touches the peripheral face of the photo conductor drum 14. By repeating this primary imprint, on the

medium imprint belt 18, the heavy imprint of the toner image to the 1st amorous glance - the 4th amorous glance (a

yellow -> Magenta -> cyanogen -> black) is carried out one by one, and the toner image of a color is formed of this. In

addition, a sign 19 is imprint corotron which electrifies the medium imprint belt 1 in a toner and the charge of reversed
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polarity.

[0015] On the other hand, the medium imprint belt 18 is supported in the shape of a loop formation by the drive roll 20

and the backup rolls 21 and 22 of a couple. And it runs in the drawing Nakaya mark direction by revolution actuation

of a drive roll 20. Moreover, as shown in drawing 2 , mark 18a from which a belt front face and a reflection factor

differ is formed in the front face of the medium imprint belt 18. On the other hand, between the drive roll 20 and the

backup roll 22, the home sensor 23 is arranged in the condition of countering the medium imprint belt 18. A location

when it outputs a belt reference signal when this home sensor 23 detects mark 18a formed in the medium imprint belt

18, and this belt reference signal is outputted turns into a criteria location (home position) of the medium imprint belt

18.

[0016] Moreover, near the drive roll 20, the belt cleaner 24 for removing the residual toner on the medium imprint belt

18 is arranged. This belt cleaner 24 is formed possible [ attachment and detachment ] to the medium imprint belt 18.

Furthermore, the secondary transfer roller 25 is arranged near the backup roll 22. After this secondary transfer roller 25

imprints the toner image of each color primarily altogether to the medium imprint belt 18, the pressure welding of it is

carried out to a backup roll 22, and a form is supplied to that pressure-welding part.

[0017] That is, the form by which the laminating was carried out to the medium tray 26 is taken out one sheet at a time

with the feed roll 27, and is supplied to the pressure-welding part (nip location) of the backup roll 22 and the secondary

transfer roller 25 which were mentioned above. A form is charged in a toner and reversed polarity with the

electrification vessel which is not illustrated in that case. Thereby, the secondary toner image of the color on the

medium imprint belt 18 is imprinted by the form in a roll welding part. At this time, the residual toner which remained

on the medium imprint belt 18, without a form imprinting is removed by the belt cleaner 24. On the other hand, the

form with which the toner image of a color was imprinted is discharged by the equipment exterior, after being sent to a

fixing assembly 28 and making fixation of a toner image there.

[001 8] Drawing 3 is the functional block diagram showing the control configuration of the image formation equipment

of this operation gestalt. In drawing 3 , a drive motor 29 rotates the drive roll 20 for belt transit, and has composition in

which this drive motor 29 carries out revolution actuation according to the driving signal from the motor control

section 30. On the other hand, the control section 3 1 calculates a belt transit controlled variable based on the travel-

speed information, and controls the actuation conditions of the drive motor 29 by the motor control section 30 based on
the result of an operation while it acquires the travel-speed information on the medium imprint belt 18 from the

detection timing of mark 18a by the home sensor 23. To this control section 3 1, the belt reference signal from the home
sensor 23 and the cleaner-on signal from the cleaner control section 32 are given.

[0019] The cleaner control section 32 makes a belt cleaner 24 ON condition to predetermined timing, a belt cleaner 24
is contacted to the medium imprint belt 18 by this, and a cleaner-on signal is outputted to the control section 31 from
the cleaner control section 32 at this time. Moreover, the control signal for controlling the actuation conditions of a

drive motor 29 is given to the motor control section 30, and it has the composition that the motor control section 30

drives a drive motor 29 according to this control signal from the control section 31.

[0020] Drawing 4 shows the belt travel speed at the time of image formation, and the relation of an image imprint

location, a drawing Nakagami stage shows aging of a belt travel speed, and the lower berth shows aging of an image
imprint location. First, when imprinting the primary toner image of each color from the photo conductor drum 14 to the

medium imprint belt 18, while imprinting the primary toner image to the 1st amorous glance - the 3rd amorous glance,

a belt cleaner 24 is held at the condition of having estranged from the medium imprint belt 18. Therefore, the travel

speed of the medium imprint belt 18 changes with predetermined reference level, and is imprinted by this in the

location of a convention of the toner image from the 1st amorous glance to the 3rd amorous glance.

[0021] On the other hand, when the primary toner image of the 4th amorous glance (the last color) is imprinted, a belt

cleaner 24 will be in ON condition by the middle, and the medium imprint belt 18 will be contacted. Thereby, the

actuation load of the medium imprint belt 18 is sharply changed to the midst which is imprinting the primary toner

image of the 4th amorous glance (buildup). If it does so, with the on-timing of a belt cleaner 24 as the starting point,

only level (here, referred to as deltaV) predetermined in the travel speed of the medium imprint belt 18 decreases, and

shifts gradually in connection with this from the location (image formation location of the 1st amorous glance - the 3rd

amorous glance) of a convention of the image imprint location (primary imprint location) of the 4th amorous glance.

[0022] Thus, if the toner image of the last color shifts from the regular location, this will serve as a color gap of the

image on a form, and will appear. So, in the control section 31, generating of a color gap is prevented with procedure as
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shown in drawing 5 . First, on the occasion of image formation processing of the beginning (n= 0) after switching on an

equipment power source, the timer built into the control section 3 1 is reset (step S 1). Next, itjudges whether the 1st

belt reference signal (1st criteria) was outputted from the home sensor 23 (step S2), and a timer is started when it is

outputted (step S3).

[0023] Subsequently, when it judged whether the 2nd belt reference signal (2nd criteria) was outputted from the home
sensor 23 (step S4) and it was outputted, it is the duration TRnl of the 1st round of the belt. It acquires. (step S5)..

whenever [ to which the 3rd time and the 4th belt reference signal (3rd criteria, 4th criteria) are outputted from the

home sensor 23 like the above after that ] - the duration TRn2 of the 2nd round of the belt - the duration TRn3'of the

3rd round of the belt is acquired further in order (step S6 - S9).

[0024] Then, it judges whether the cleaner-on signal was outputted from the cleaner control section 32 (step S10). And
when a cleaner-on signal is outputted, it progresses to step SI 1, and it judges whether it is a first routine there (n=0?).

At this event, since it is the first image formation processing, it progresses to step SI 3, and it judges whether the 5th

belt reference signal (5th criteria) was outputted there. And when the 5th belt reference signal was outputted, it is the

duration TMn of the 4th round of the belt. It acquires (step SI 4) and a timer is made to stop at the event (step SI 5).

[0025] Here, the non-image area which adjoined the image area for imprinting an image actually and this is set to the

medium imprint belt 18 together with the belt hoop direction, and after a belt reference signal is usually outputted from

the home sensor 23, it is controlled so that the head location of the image area of the medium imprint belt 18 arrives at

a primary imprint location to predetermined timing. However, in order to give explanation intelligible here, the head

location of the image area of the medium imprint belt 18 shall arrive at a primary imprint location at the timing and

coincidence to which a belt reference signal is outputted from the home sensor 23. If it does so, when imprinting the

primary toner image from the 1st amorous glance to the 4th amorous glance to the medium imprint belt 18, they are the

durations TRnl, TRn2, TRn3, and TMn for each belt 1 round. The relation of the image area of the toner image of each

color is expressed like drawing 6 .

[0026] Thus, if the durations TRnl, TRn2, TRn3, and TMn (travel-speed information) for belt 4 round are acquired, in

the control section 31, predetermined data processing will be performed using such measurement data (step SI 6).

Below, the example of concrete data processing is described.

[0027] First, the durations TRnl, TRn2, and TRn3 from the 1st round to the 3rd round are used, and it is the duration

TRn in the meantime for belt 1 round. It asks by the following (1) type.

TRn = (TRn 1+TRn2+TRn3)/3 -- (1)

[0028] in addition, duration TRn for belt 1 round in the condition (steady state) that the load by the belt cleaner 24 is

not impressed to the medium imprint belt 18 here although asked by equalization processing — except [ this ] — any one

[ for example, ] among the durations TRnl, TRn2, and TRn3 from the 1st round to the 3rd round - measuring - the

measurement value — TRn *****__
y0u may adopt. However, it is TRn about the data equalized like the above-

mentioned (1) formula since the variation in some arose in the durations TRnl, TRn2, and TRn3 for belt 1 round from

the 1st round to the 3rd round even if it is in the condition that the load by the belt cleaner 24 is not impressed. It is

more suitable to adopt by carrying out.

[0029] Here, if the die length (circumference) of the medium imprint belt 18 is set to L and belt mileage after a belt

cleaner 24 is in ON condition in the 4th round of the belt is set to Ls as shown in drawing 7 , about the value of Ls, it

can give [ value / of L / timing / of a belt cleaner 24 / on-] beforehand the control section 3 1 as known information from

a belt design value.

[0030] After a belt reference signal (4th criteria) is outputted in the 4th round of the belt in such a case, time amount

until a load effect with Cleaner ON breaks out is set to
MTRn/(L-LS) L." Moreover, since it is TMn (finishing

[ acquisition at step S14 ]), the duration of the 4th round of the belt is mileage LS. The transit duration of a between is

set to
nTMn-TRn/(L-LS) L." This to mileage LS The belt travel speed which can be set becomes "LS/{TMn-TRn/(L-

LS)L}."

[003 1] Here, if the belt travel speed of the criteria set as the control section 31 is set to "Vref it will become "Vref-LS/

{TMn-TRn/(L-LS) L} M
, a part for a gap, i.e., the rate decrement, from the criteria rate by the load effect, and this rate

decrement will be set to deltaV in drawing 4 with a thing considerable the bottom, then - image formation processing

of the beginning since what is necessary is just to amend a belt transit controlled variable so that that rate decrement

(deltaV) may be seemingly added to the belt travel speed (Vref) used as criteria in order to amend this rate decrement

deltaV — Vref =Vn ******„ belt transit controlled-variable Vn+1 It asks by the following (2) types.
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Vn+1 =2Vn-LS/{TMn-TRn/(L-LS) L} - (2)

Belt controlled-variable Vn+1 incidentally calculated at this time since it is n= 0 in the first image formation processing

It is set to "VI."

[0032] After the first (at time ofn= 0) image formation processing is completed, thus, in the next image formation

processing (when it is n= 1) The transit durations TRnl, TRn2, and TRn3 from the 1st round of the belt to the 3rd

round are acquired by the same processing as the above-mentioned step SI - S9. Then, when a cleaner-on signal is

outputted from the cleaner control section 32 in step S10, it progresses to step S12 from step SI 1.

[0033] At this step SI 2, the actuation conditions of a drive motor 29 are changed based on the belt transit controlled

variable Vn (n= 1) calculated by the previous image formation processing. Specifically, it is the belt transit controlled

variable Vn at that time. The corresponding control signal is given to the motor control section 30, and only the rate of

predetermined [ on the basis of cleaner-on timing ] in the rotational speed of a drive motor 29 is sped up by this.

Consequently, a actual belt travel speed will be maintained by the level of criteria even if a load effect with Cleaner ON
occurs.

[0034] Then, it progresses to step S13 from step S12, and judges whether the belt reference signal (5th criteria) was

outputted from the home sensor 23 like the above there. And when the belt reference signal was outputted, it is the

transit duration TMn of the 4th round of the belt. It acquires and a timer is made to stop (steps S14 and SI 5). At this

time, it is the transit duration TMn of the 4th round of the belt. It becomes the transit durations TRnl, TRn2, and TRn3
from the 1st round of the belt to the 3rd round, and the approximated value. Even if the reason has a load effect with

Cleaner ON between the 4th round of the belts, it is because the actuation conditions of a drive motor 29 are changed

so that a actual belt travel speed may serve as regular level in step S12 as mentioned above.

[0035] Then, in data processing of step SI 6, belt transit controlled-variable Vn+1 (n= 1) is calculated according to the

(1) type - (6) type mentioned above. However, belt transit controlled variable VI calculated by the previous image

formation processing in this image formation processing It is set to reference level and is belt transit controlled-variable

Vn+1 ofn= 1, V2 [ i.e., ]. It will newly calculate. This to transit duration TMn of the 4th round of the belt Average

duration TRn from the 1st round to the 3rd round It is the belt transit controlled variable Vn which is a form

corresponding to a part for the gap, and is adopted at the time of the next image formation (at the time of n= 2) when a

slight gap is in between. It will be fine-corrected.

[0036] Thus, it sets to the image formation equipment of this operation gestalt. While detecting mark 18a formed on the

medium imprint belt 18 by the home sensor 23 When a belt transit controlled variable is calculated based on the

detection result and a load effect with Cleaner ON arises Since the actuation conditions of a drive motor 29 are changed

based on an above-mentioned belt controlled variable in the load impression timing and the travel speed of the medium
imprint belt 18 was controlled to reference level Even if it does not adopt an expensive encoding roll method like

before, the image gap (color gap) by the load effect can be prevented effectively. Moreover, although the image imprint

location to a form will shift from a regular location since delay arises to the attainment timing of the image to the

secondary transfer roller 25 when the travel speed of the medium imprint belt 18 decreases by the load effect with

Cleaner ON, it becomes possible to prevent also about a location gap of the whole image in a secondary imprint

location by changing the actuation conditions of a drive motor 29 like this operation gestalt.

[0037] Furthermore, since the travel-speed information on the medium imprint belt 18 was acquired with existing

image formation equipment using the detection signal of the home sensor 23 used as indispensable components, it is

not necessary to incorporate the mechanism device of dedication as a detection system of a belt travel speed. In

addition, belt controlled variable Vn adopted to cleaner-on timing Belt controlled variable Vn always proper [ since it

was made to fine-correct in the repeat of image formation processing ] when the dimension of the medium imprint belt

18 changes with environments, such as whenever [ greenhouse ], for example, or even when it changes in many years

past It can have and the actuation conditions of a drive motor 29 can be changed.

[0038] In addition, in the first (at time of n= 0) image formation processing mentioned above, when an image is

actually formed in a form, the image gap by the load effect will arise from the actuation conditions of a drive motor 29

not being changed to cleaner-on timing. Therefore, it is more suitable to be made to carry out about the first image

formation processing at the time of the warm up at the time of switching on an equipment power source.

[0039] by the way, when changing the actuation conditions of a drive motor 29 to cleaner-on timing (load impression

timing), it is shown in drawing 8 — as — the belt transit controlled variable in the control section 3 1 — Vref of reference

level from — Vn which is correction value If it changes at once, we will be anxious also about turbulence of an image
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arising locally by the transient overshoot at the time of rate modification. Then, in order to cancel such concern, it

becomes an effective means to change the actuation conditions of a drive motor 29 as a control gestalt of the control

section 3 1, so that the travel speed of the medium imprint belt 18 may change gradually with load impression timing as

the starting point.

[0040] It is TP about time amount as shown in drawing 9 , after modification of a belt travel speed is specifically

started to load impression timing until it ends. It specifies and is this TP. Between time amount, the increment (Vn-

Vref) of the transit controlled variable of the medium imprint belt 18 is divided and added to multiple times m (the

example of drawing m= 4). thereby — TP between time amount - the transit controlled variable of the medium imprint

belt 18 - 1/mTP a belt travel speed actual from being added 1/m (Vn-Vref) every in a time amount pitch - an origin

[ timing / load impression ] - TP between time amount - being gradual (gradual) - it comes to increase. Consequently,

it becomes possible to prevent generating of the transient overshoot accompanying rate modification.,

[0041] However, since a actual belt travel speed will be less than a regular rate until the transit controlled variable of

the medium imprint belt 18 reaches desired value (Vn) when such a control gestalt is adopted, the amount of [ of the

image by this rate delay ] location gap will remain. It is the time amount TP after modification of a belt travel speed is

started to load impression timing like the above as this cure until it ends. In between After it divides and adds the

increment (V n-Vref) of the transit controlled variable of the medium imprint belt 1 8 to multiple times m and a transit

controlled variable reaches a target rate (V n) by this, as shown in drawing 10 , that a part for the rate delay till then

should be complemented 1/mTP After adding the amount of 1/m [ every ] (V n-Vref) speed control in a time amount

pitch, it is 1/mTP. The amount of 1/m [ every ] (V n-Vref) speed control is decreased in a time amount pitch, and it

returns to desired value. That is, TP+TP It sets in time amount and is TP of the first half. About a part for the rate delay

in time amount, it is TP of the second half. Each other is offset by part of the controlled variable in time amount given

an extra. Thereby, it is TP+TP. It becomes possible [ forming an image in the location of normal ] after time amount,

without producing a gap of the image formation location by part for rate delay.

[0042] In addition, in the above-mentioned operation gestalt, although one mark 18a is formed on the medium imprint

belt 18 and the belt transit controlled variable was calculated from the detection timing of mark 18a by the home sensor

23, the image formation equipment concerning this invention is not limited to this.

[0043] For example, as shown in drawing 1

1

, while forming much marks 18a and 18a and - at equal intervals on the

medium imprint belt 18, you may make it calculate a belt transit controlled variable by detecting these marks 18a and

18a and - by the home sensor 23. In this case, after mark 18a of arbitration is detected by the home sensor 23 at the

time of transit of the medium imprint belt 18, belt travel-speed information will be acquired by measuring minute time

amount until mark 1 8a which adjoins this is detected by the home sensor 23 one after another for example, using a

high-speed clock etc. In addition, you may form beforehand in a belt manufacture phase, and may make it form by the

imprint of a toner image in the condition that there is no load effect, about the marks 18a and 18a on the medium
imprint belt 1 8, and -. Since it can ask for the rate decrement at the time of a load effect like the above-mentioned v

operation gestalt by this, to cleaner-on timing, a color gap of the image by the load effect can be prevented by changing

the actuation conditions of a drive motor 29 in the form which added the rate decrement.

[0044] Moreover, besides this, equalize the measurement time amount during each mark acquired before the load effect

for example, with the cleaner ON happened, and it considers as the reference value. Changing the actuation conditions

of a drive motor 29 into real time by feedback control (for example, proportional integral differential (PID) control)

well-known based on the difference of the measurement time amount during the mark acquired from the event of a load

effect with Cleaner ON happening, and the above-mentioned reference value The travel speed of the medium imprint

belt 18 is controllable on regular level.

[0045] In addition, although the example of application to the image formation equipment which imprints the toner

image of each color from the photo conductor drum 14 to the medium imprint belt 18, and imprints in a form the toner

image of the color obtained by this from the medium imprint belt 18 in the above-mentioned operation gestalt was
explained This invention not only in this For example, the image formation equipment which equipped the image

imprint location on a photo conductor drum with the form conveyance belt which conveys a form as an image support

belt, It is applicable like the image formation equipment of the so-called tandem die which has two or more photo

conductor drums and image write-in sections.

[0046]

[Effect of the Invention] Since the configuration which detects the mark which was formed on the image support belt
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according to the image-formation equipment concerning this invention by the sensor as explained above, acquires the

travel-speed information on an image support belt from the detection timing by the control means, and controls the

actuation conditions of a belt driving means adopted, even if it does not adopt an expensive encoding roll method like

before, the belt travel speed at the time of image formation is controllable with a sufficient precision. Thereby, it

becomes possible to prevent a color gap of the image accompanying a load effect, and to obtain a high-definition color

picture, without causing enlargement and a cost rise of equipment.

[Translation done.]
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